Hanoi is the enzyme fascinating blend between ancient and modern features, the
city with the characteristics of an Asian shares with the face of a dynamic modern
Asia. The city, once a French colony, making even the most unexpected visitor at
their most unexpected. It still is, filled with contrast but still capable of surprise.
Walking on any street any, visitors can see at least two of the following places:
shops mobile phones, silk, internet cafe, hotel, a pagoda, cafe with France style or a
monument to the Communist soldiers. Hanoi is change meat each day and is
adorned by a new style cafe. The city is twisting one’s body each second. Foreign
travelers can get Vietnam visa on arrival at Noi Bai airport to visit the city.
Conical hat on the head, women tilt fruit baskets on their shoulders, others with the
bikes for the hours just picking flowers, while men are sitting on small chairs, drinking
coffee at the roadside restaurant, watch the passersby. The leisurely Xich lo around
the small streets to find tourists. Love across the flooded city. Every nook and
crannies are utilized in various purposes, such as for cooking, to sell special
products or the toilets. Vietnamese people are generally warm and generous. Even a
simple gesture (eg, a sentence thanks in Vietnamese) also received a big smile.
Bustling old town is probably one of the most favorite places of many tourists. Across
the street are small shops, which sells recycled engine parts, kitchen or any kind of
unique plant. Each street is named after the types of goods have been or are still
being sold there. For example, Bat Dan, Hang But, Hang Manh, Hang Than, Hang
Thung, Lo Ren, Lo Su, and Ma May street.
Pho – a noodle dish of Vietnam, is a bowl of fiber noodle include vegetables and
meat is optional. Food and beverages will not exceed $3. However, Hanoi is moving
back into a city with a diverse culinary background. Spanish cuisine, French, Indian
or Asian dishes are easily lost in Hanoi. But the smell of coffee milk and bread
basket long as the street corner where the first signal of the morning to remind about
the history of the country. I have yet to find a French bakery that, selling delicious
croissants in Europe. They do nearly as good – or at least look like the original
croissants.
Many large villa and hotels in Hanoi is located on the beautiful boulevards, lakes and
parks scattered throughout the city, creating a green background for the song
endless streets. Speaking of traffic in Hanoi is like talking about the weather in
London. People talk about traffic (or the effects of it) every day. I even started talking
about it!
1. It took a while I realized that our honking is considered a rude warning in
Vietnam, then it is just a gentle reminder: “Hey, I’m here. Let me go first. ”
Beep beep.
2. Although the road (and signs)still deprived but traffic is still rhythm. Good
drivers can pall over pedestrians. Don’t break the rule at all!
3. Motorcycle: that transport everything. And when I say “everything” that is, it
really is everything.
4. Motorcycle equivalent of a small truck in the West, a passenger car can be
father, mother, two children and even a kid in the front basket. I met a

motorcycle carrying a large bird cage, wood and glass panels is very long. But
most surprising is a mountain of chicken eggs is about 1.5m (higher than the
driver again).
With each passing day, I can feel the city was growing in her. Though looks
gross but I still feel at peace when in the heart of Hanoi. Now I only take 5
seconds to cross the road (compared to 5 minutes ago), and I look forward to
exploring the city by bike was bought new. They say, if he does not win it then
dissolves into it!
Tam Thuong lane - The space of memory
Before becoming a noisy streets, bustling that Hanoi capital is a big village.
Everyone knows is very characteristic of the village corner. Sometimes, we again
found the corner like a small village and Tam Thuong lane like this an alley. Old Tam
Thuong belong Yen Thai village, Tong Thuan My, old Tho Xuong district. According
to the Hanoi street dictionary “Around the Nguyen dynasty known as Tram Thuong,
this place has built a grain warehouse provisional tax paid by the people before
moving into the main repository, called a Tam Thuong repository should then change
to the Tam Thuong lane” Later, mix with the pressing of social life, many lane has
become more crowded than the city and Tam Thuong lane keeping for themselves
the old definition. There, one can see the familiar images such as banian tree, water
wells, yard of communal house – symbol a traditional village in Vietnam. In the past,
Che Lan Vien poets have written about Tam Thuong lane that:
“… Dew spin to blurry on Tam Thuong lane
Lane is cut off that but heart is far away
Alley 7 metre that soul thousand of miles
Love a life that is not temporary loving (Tam Thuong)…”
So, while all the city are mix with modernization, the streets becoming crowded, the
Tam Thuong Lane remained nostalgic for their significant features. Rhythm in the
alley was different outside, the lane is still attract,zigzag path, only enough for two
people spleen together, as the wells with many people waiting to get. The space of a
village is suddenly reappear very lively and full in the town.
Fried fermented pork rolls – delicious food in Tam Thuong alley
The ancient wells located in the blind alley with the marks of time. There were few
smiling faces suddenly peaceful encounter each other in a small alley. Seems like a
friendly cultural communication characteristics of the Vietnamese still be kept fully in
place, different rush pace of life that faces have just nodding head outside the street.
Rhythm is noisy glance a small alley now appears in a few more kiosks on the
sunset serve people. Small lane, to reach the afternoon became narrower. Everyone
is pulling together to enjoy fried fermented pork rolls, chat. You can see in this place
a lot of artists. They come here every day and leave the stories, joys, sorrows, and
never did understand himself, which became part of the Tam Thuong lane that we
did not know.
Yen Thai communal house
An early April visit Yen Thai communal house in the village (This place started from
1063 up to commemorate the merits of the Queen Mother Y Lan, who was Dai Viet
people at that time was “Mau Nghi Thien Ha.) light incense and while waiting incense
to slip across the space, where it is known gold strike anyone open gateway, a man

stepped out of exercise morning, few people early market. The first sunbeam light
up, it is a new day begins in the Tam Thuong alley…
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